A 61-years-old male diabetic with triple vessel disease underwent left anterior descending artery-first diagonal bifurcation PCI with Absorb BVS. A provisional T-stenting strategy was changed over to two-scaffold strategy as the diagonal closed after LAD stenting. After deployment of both the scaffolds using T and protrusion technique and simultaneous snuggle balloon dilation, OCT runs were obtained both from the LAD and the diagonal. 3-D reconstructions were obtained from the raw OCT data.

The luminal view shows well apposed scaffolds and the point of bifurcation with one of the guide wire going into the first diagonal (Fig. 1A, B & Video1). The struts of the main branch scaffold were nicely opened across the ostium of the diagonal without any strut deformation. This can be well appreciated from the isolated scaffold reconstruction and the outside view of the vessel, looking towards the open carina (Fig. 1C, D). The 360° rotation of the external view of the scaffolded segment and the isolated scaffold are also provided (Video 2&3).

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ihj.2015.02.004.

Fig. 1 – A- Still frame from an intra-vascular fly through from LAD at the distal end of the scaffolded segment, showing the well expanded distal edge of the scaffold with the guide wire at 3′ O clock position. B- Still frame from the proximal part of the scaffolded segment in the LAD showing well opened D1 ostium without any deformation. The artefact at 12′ O clock position is the wire in LAD and the wire in diagonal is seen at 3′O clock position. C- Isolated scaffold 3D reconstruction seen from outside showing the well expanded scaffold with larger proximal part reflecting the proximal optimization. The line of discontinuity is due to the wire artefact and only the Ostial part of the diagonal scaffold is seen. D- External view of the scaffold with the vessel wall in 3D, showing the carina.
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